Implementation of Independent Improved Neutral Current Controller Using Four Leg PV-VSI
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Abstract—An independent improved neutral current controller is implemented in a three-phase (3p) four-wire (4w) low voltage (LV) distribution network with a four-leg voltage source inverter (VSI) and photovoltaic (PV) installations in this paper. The PV VSI is designed to control active power at unity power factor (p.f) with additional improvement in the neutral current controller using the load generated neutral current as a direct reference. As, inherently, most of the three-phase four-wire LV distribution networks exhibit voltage unbalance characteristics due to divergent load connection types such as single- and three-phase loads, the independent control over neutral current at the point of common coupling (PCC) becomes imperative especially for decentralized controllers. The improved performance of the neutral current controller both at customer’s installation and at the distribution transformer (DT) terminal is investigated by implementing the designed PV-VSI with actual Australian (Energex) LV network model in PSCAD/EMTDC software environment. The performance of the designed four-leg VSI is compared with the traditional active neutral compensator with actual single phase customer loads. The results show that, with the proposed independent neutral current controller, improved neutral compensation can be achieved for unbalanced LV networks for whole day operations.

Index Terms—Voltage unbalance, four-leg inverter, unbalance loading, neutral current, actual LV network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-phase (3P) four-wire (4W) low voltage (LV) distribution networks are widely implemented in many countries particularly in south-east Asia pacific region and Australia to supply both single- and three-phase residential, commercial and industrial loads. The additional fourth-wire is connected to the grounding point of the delta/wye distribution transformer (DT) which is used as the return path for the single-phase load connections. Usually, the LV networks exhibit unbalanced characteristics due to unequal allocation of single-phase loads and nonlinear loads such as diode rectifiers, computers, adjustable speed drives, automatic office machines, and lighting ballasts [1]. Moreover, the rapid integration of hybrid renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic units and battery energy storage systems are introducing excessive neutral current scenario in this kind of LV networks. Excessive neutral current can cause overloading of the neutral conductors, mal-operation of sensitive electronic equipment, over-heating of the DT, raise electrical safety concerns because of increased ground voltage, and even cause a fire in some severe cases [2]. For instance, a survey in 1990 reported that 22.6% of computer sites in America were carrying more neutral current than the maximum full load phase-current capacity [3]. As a result, the independent active control over neutral currents are getting much attention in recent years [4] [5].

It is important to analyze the neutral compensation in a LV network using actual customer load and network characteristics to capture the realistic unbalanced loading conditions with renewable energy sources (RES), such as the photovoltaic (PV) units. Different neutral current compensation and phase balancing techniques have been proposed in literatures such as resizing the neutral conductor [6], installation of zigzag transformer (ZT) [1], delta-wye transformer [7], passive filter installation [8], and application of series [9] and shunt active power filters [10], hybrid power conditioners [11] etc. However, resizing the neutral conductor are costly and time consuming approach. Whereas, the passive harmonic filter introduces resonance problems within the network. It also produces interference with the communication link which is commonly installed close to the neutral line [12]. The ZT with unbalance voltage cases causes additional neutral current and thus it needs to be installed in close proximity to the customers, which makes the system bulkier. Alternatively, active neutral compensation can be utilized using the additional fourth leg from four leg VSI for better control flexibility and unbalanced load compensation [13]. The application of the four-leg VSI can be made more attractive for customers if it is incorporated with popular RES installations such as PV systems. Incorporation of a four-leg inverter with a PV source is proposed with multifunction operations such as active power regulation, reactive power compensation, and harmonic reduction and load neutral compensations in [14]. Faster fault recovery and lower reactive power requirements during network unbalances is proposed with unity pf four leg VSI in [15]; however, neutral compensation with actual customer loads is missing.
Motivated by the aforementioned scopes, this paper presents the design of a four leg PV VSI with the aim of designing an independent improved neutral compensator integrated with PV installations utilizing a four leg VSI with the actual customer and LV network unbalance Characteristics. The unbalanced load generated neutral and zero sequence currents are proposed to utilize as direct references for the independent neutral and zero sequence controllers in this paper. The controller is designed to operate as decoupled from the active and reactive power controllers for whole day operation periods without any controller configuration changes. The results obtained from four leg VSI are compared with traditional active neutral compensators where the purpose of the neutral controller is to reduce PCC neutral current utilizing zero as a reference. The results show improved and stabilized neutral compensation performance from the designed PV-VSI system for whole day operation without any major transient phenomena.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II, the designed system configuration is described; in Section III, the unbalance loading effects and neutral compensation performance are analyzed with three case studies, and the paper concludes mentioning the future studies in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The designed PV system with four-leg VSI is connected in a three-phase (3P) four-wire (4W) Australian LV distribution network which is designed utilizing one year real customers’ average load data from Newmarket zone substation area, Energetix in Brisbane, Australia as shown in Fig. 1. As this paper mainly focuses on neutral compensation performance, the PV system is designed to operate at unity power factor, however, the four quadrant operations similar to three leg VSI can be found in our previously published paper in [16]. Traditionally, active neutral compensation with four-leg VSI is applied to negate the PCC point neutral current which works for active power filters but cannot reduce significant neutral current. As a result, the neutral connection from the distribution transformer (DT) compensates the remaining neutral current in the fourth wire in the LV network which causes overheating the transformer as well as the neutral wire. The additional fourth leg from the designed PV-VSI is utilized to compensate directly the load generated neutral and correspondingly zero sequence currents at the PCC which can significantly reduce overloading due to the excess load generated neutral currents. The relation between the zero sequence and neutral currents can be represented as:

\[
I_{fn} = \frac{\sum I_{fabc}}{3} \text{ in abc frame}
\]

\[
I_{fn} = -8I_{f0} \text{ in dq0 frame}
\]

where, \(I_{fa}, I_{fb}\) and \(I_{fc}\) are three-phase currents; \(I_{fn}\) is the neutral, and \(I_{f0}\) is the zero sequence currents generated from the PV-VSI. Commonly used decoupled current controller is designed for active and reactive power controllers, and additional neutral and zero sequence current controllers are designed and implemented in this paper. The primary focus is given to the independent neutral current control at the PCC where the load generated neutral current is considered as the direct reference for the PV-VSI fourth leg controller as shown in Fig. 2, and results are compared with a traditional active neutral controller where the fourth leg VSI controller reference is considered as zero [17]. The remaining components of the designed model consist of a LCL filter and a conventional PWM (pulse width modulation) switching mechanism, which is applied similarly as the three-leg VSI [18]. The dc-bus voltage is regulated at 700 V and the PI controllers are initially tuned using modulus optimum method and further fine-tuned to get an optimum response from the designed controller. All the parameters of the designed PV-VSI system are given in the Appendix.

III. CASE STUDIES AND DISCUSSIONS

The considered LV network consists of both three- and single-phase customer connections and the distance between each customer is within 10-15 m (Urban area). Two testing points are considered for independent neutral compensation implementation with variable positive and zero sequence
R/X ratios. The LV network (11 kV/415 V) is designed from the 33/11 kV upstream network using the distribution transformer (DT) and transmission poles data from an inner northern residential suburb of Brisbane. The detailed of the LV network can be found in [19]. The LV network mainly consists of three-phase four-wire overhead distribution lines which are supplied from a 500 kVA DT to 150 customers. One-year loading data of the individual customer is dynamically fed to the designed PSCAD LV network via calculating the resistive (R) and inductive (L) load values from active and reactive power consumptions. The details about the PV panels are presented in [18]. The parameters of the installed four-leg VSI at Griffith University’s microgrid are used in this paper [20]. The purpose of the installed microgrid at Griffith University is to validate the feasibility of the four-quadrant PV VSI features with additional neutral current control in Australian LV networks. Therefore, the main focus of this section is to analyze the significant of the proposed independent neutral controller for full day operation utilizing the fixed capacity from the PV-VSI. Maximum ± 25 A, ± 15 A, and ± 5 A current limit is considered for the active power, neutral and zero sequence current controllers. The designed VSI is implemented near the DT, and two customer points to analyze unbalance loading and LV network characteristics with the installed system. The case studies results show faster neutral compensation and stabilized whole day operation from the designed four leg PV-VSI without any control configuration change in the installed system.

A. Load neutral generation effect on DT

In this case study, neutral generation due to unbalance single phase loading effect on DT is presented. The active and reactive power customer load profiles and PV power generation are shown in Fig.3. It can be seen from Fig. 3, that the phase C is heavily loaded with 3 customers (each with 3 kw and 0.55 kVA rating) compared to other two phases with 2 customers’ connection. This unbalanced loading is the main cause of significant neutral current generation at the PCC. The phase currents and load generated neutral and zero sequence currents are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The main purpose of the application of the four leg VSI is to reduce this excess neutral current at the PCC to reduce the overloading effects on both the neutral conductor and the DT.

![Figure 2. Detailed control diagram of four-leg PV-VSI.](image)

![Figure 3. PV generation and customer load profiles.](image)

![Figure 4. Phase currents at customer installation.](image)

![Figure 5. Load generated neutral and zero sequence currents.](image)
traditional one reduces the neutral supply requirement only by 1 A. It is evident that the proposed neutral compensator provides better compensation performance close to DT connection point. Application of the proposed PV-VSI is further discussed with independent neutral operation a customer connection points in the following case studies.

It is evident from the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, that the designed neutral controller can follow any neutral reference and can be operated as both traditional active compensator and proposed compensator without causing any major transient effects with the installed system. The overall stability of the installed system can be further clarified from the Fig. 9, where the phase modulation index remains within linear region despite the abrupt neutral controller reference changing operation, which verifies proper decoupled control operations of the neutral controller from active and reactive controllers.

B. Independent neutral current control performance

In this case study, independent control over the neutral current is examined for whole day operation period. It is necessary to make sure that any change in neutral current should not affect the operation of active and reactive power controllers. For this analysis, initially the neutral and zero sequence current controller reference is set to zero similar as the traditional active compensator and after half day operation, the reference is changed to the proposed method, i.e. load neutral current as a reference. The neutral current controller reference following operation with the modulation index for the PWM mechanism is presented in Figs 7 and 8.

Fig. 10 shows the dc voltage controller performance where the dc voltage remains stable for the whole day operation period even with the neutral variations which signifies properly tuned controller characteristics and overall stability of the installed system. The neutral controller performance is evaluated at two customer points in the next case study.

C. Neutral compensation at customer installations

In this case study, the application of the proposed neutral compensator is presented for two customer installations points. The details of the two customers network parameters are shown in Table 1 and graphically shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen from the above table, the customer close to the DT has very low R/X parameters whereas the customer furthest to DT has positive sequence R/X ratio over 1 and zero sequence R0/X0 ratio nearly 0.75. This variation in network parameter has effect on controlling active, reactive and the neutral currents and this case study analyses the effect of variable R0/X0 ratios for neutral current control.
Initially, the customer loads are connected at P1 and the neutral compensation results presented in Fig. 11, where the case (a) represents traditional and case (b) proposed neutral compensation. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that even without the additional customer loads connection, the LV network exhibits neutral current around 27 A and with the addition of the loads this increases to maximum 42 A around 8-10 pm. The traditional neutral compensator can reduce around 2-3 A neutral current, whereas the proposed compensator can neutralized the load generated neutral current completely as shown in Fig 11.

The same customer load is connected with the PV-VSI at the furthest point in the LV network, P2, and the performance comparison results for the neutral compensators are shown in Fig. 12. Here an additional case is included as a case (c) with half traditional and half proposed neutral compensator operation. Similar to the customer point 1, point 2 also exhibits neutral current around 7 A without any additional loads which represent inherent unbalance characteristics of the LV network. The results from the customer point P2 shows interesting characteristics. Load generated neutral current remains same around 15 A, however, the case (a) compensates less neutral current than point P1. Similar lower neutral compensation performance can be observed from the designed controller such as around 8-10 pm, the neutral compensator provides less neutral compensation. This is due higher R/X ratios of point P2 than the point P1. Despite the lower compensation performance than the rated capacity from the proposed neutral compensator, it shows better performance than the traditional neutral compensators. It is evident from this case study that, even with variable network parameters, the proposed neutral compensator with load generated neutral current as a direct reference to the independent neutral controller provides improved neutral compensation with stabilized operation for whole day period.

IV. CONCLUSION

The designed four-leg VSI outstands the traditional active neutral compensator in the case of unbalance single phase loadings with an actual LV network. As, in practical cases, most of the three-phase four-wire LV networks show unbalanced characteristics due to divergent load connections and phases loading, application of the proposed four leg PV-VSI can provide maximum capacity utilization with better neutral compensation at PCC from the installed system. The analysis results verify independent improved operation of the neutral current from the designed PV-VSI controller, and ensures properly decoupled operation from active and reactive controllers with stabilized characteristics for whole day operation without any controller setup configuration changes. Small scale experimental prototype set up is the future aim of this paper.
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APPENDIX

System description: PV module : 10 series and 2 parallel modules with 108 cells in series and 4 cells in parallel; DC link capacitor = 3000 µF, switching frequency = 3 kHz, simulation time step = 5ms, Inverter capacity 15 kVA; DC voltage regulator : Kp = 8, Ti = 0.008; active and reactive current controllers : Kp = 8, Ti = 0.003; neutral and zero sequence current controller: Kp = 4, Ti = 0.05; LCL filter : inverter side L = 4 mH, C = 10 µF, grid side L = 1 mH, damping resistor =3 mΩ; Distribution grid: 240 (L-N) /420 (L-L) rms, 50 Hz, 150 customers, 1.8 km total area, 2 loop network.
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